
 

 

 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY  

Company Charges and Procedures 

Why sell with Donelly Auctions?  Our Company was established in 1972 and we have a professional team of valuers ready to 

assist for all your valuation and selling requirements.  We conduct antique and collectors’ auctions on a Sunday every month 

on average and now we are 100% online auctions only, making it easy to follow and watch your own items and see the live 

bidding take place.   This has also helped generate better prices as buyers can bid directly.  With over 10,000 buyers following 

our auctions via social media and direct marketing.  All items are sold as best we can at fair market value, payment is 10 working 

days after the auction into your nominated bank account and a full itemized sales statement is emailed to you.   Auctions are 

effective and simple with a strong buying crowd and if items are unusual or desirable our buyers will bid it up.  We advertise 

extensively online, Eastern States, globally at times and throughout traditional methods such as newspapers.  We are Perth’s 

leading Online Auction specialists. 

With over 45 years of experience in the industry Donelly Auctions are your trusted auctioneers you will be pleasantly 

surprised by our results. 

We charge 22% commission and a one off $5 handling fee for the entire consignment which are deducted from your sales 

results.   We will require your details to complete our booking in process and these can be provided on the “BOOKING IN 

FORM”, your account information is also required so we can pay into this nominated account.  Please note all services attract 

10% GST. 

PACKING 

We have a qualified packing team and you can also arrange bookings to have homes, estates or private entries packed and can 

provide packing materials, boxes, tapes etc at Donelly’s cost.   We can also sell the same products to assist you in packing at 

home in your own time.   Please be aware that when packing do not overwrap items, do not use additional padding outside or 

inside items or tape over items a single piece of white packing paper is sufficient.  Boxes should not be over packed or too 

heavy and weighted items at the base of boxes with lighter items on top.   Excess packing will incur rubbish removal costs. 

TRANSPORT AND UNPACKING CHARGES 

All transport can be arranged for you at your expense via Company contact we recommend Shaun’s Little & Large Removals, 

two strong men with an enclosed truck from single items to a full house content.  Higgins & Sons Transport,  0447 308 784 

Nathan $110 plus GST per hour fully insured, this company is independent and we accept no liability for damage or charges, it 

is best to contact Nathan directly to gather the relevant information or feel free to book your own means of transport just 

ensure we are advised of dates and times plus the booking in form, otherwise your load may well be refused.  Please advise 

the driver on booking if you have any difficulty with access, stairs or parking. 

DISCLAIMER: 

We do not accept items unsighted they must be sighted via our email service or previous valuation. Estimated price guides that 

are provided via images are subject to change on arrival if damaged, quality, age or condition is not advised with initial email 

or poor images are received.  If without prior arrangement and any additional stock must be vetted by one of the valuers, items 

received and are deemed unsaleable or just not suitable, damaged or too modern will be disposed of.  We are a quality 

controlled antique and collector’s auction house and do not accept broken, damaged goods or general household items.  We 

are open 9am-4pm Mon-Fri or by appointment if you would prefer to talk directly with a valuer. 

WITHDRAWAL  

Items consigned to auction and received that are withdrawn will attract a 30% withdrawal fee of the auction estimate.  If 

withdrawn and not collected within 2 weeks they will be sold unreserved in the next auction as we cannot supply any form of 

storage.  Reserve prices are only discussed with Mat Donelly and accepted with his authorisation on rare, certified jewellery or 

artworks. 

 


